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Abstract. This work presents an Inter-Domain Bandwidth Broker (BB)
based Service Level Agreements (SLAs) Negotiation Model for Diﬀerentiated Services (DiﬀServ) networks. A BB in each DiﬀServ domain handles SLAs on behalf of its domain by communicating with its neighboring
peers. The proposed model uses a destination-based SLAs aggregation
to increase signaling and state scalability, and it uses a BB-based interdomain routing to increase resource utilization. The experimental results
are provided to verify the achievements.

1

Introduction

The Diﬀerentiated Services (DiﬀServ) has become a key technology in achieving
Quality of Services (QoS) in the Internet. DiﬀServ aggregates individual ﬂows
into diﬀerent traﬃc classes at the edge of the network, and core routers within
the domain forward each packet to its next hop according to the per-hop behavior
(PHB) associated with the traﬃc class of the packet. Diﬀserv requires no per-ﬂow
admission control or signaling and, consequently, routers do not maintain any
per-ﬂow state and operation, and this greatly improves the scalability. However,
due to the lack of admission control and signaling, DiﬀServ does not provide QoS
guarantees to individual ﬂows. Recently, many studies have focused on providing
QoS guarantees in a domain. However, delivery of end-to-end QoS to support
end-user applications requires the resource reservation in all the domains along
the path. The resource reservation among diﬀerent administrative domains is
handled with service level agreements (SLAs) negotiation.
The Bandwidth Broker (BB) model [2] is a strong candidate for SLAs negotiation among DiﬀServ domains. As a central logical entity in each DiﬀServ
domain, a BB is mainly responsible for the inter-domain SLA negotiation for its
entire domain. The BB makes policy access, resource reservation and admission
control decisions on behalf of its entire domain.
In [1], we present a Simple Inter-BB Signaling (SIBBS) protocol. A BB uses
SIBBS to communicate with its peers to reserve resources for its inter-domain
QoS traﬃc. SIBBS employs a core tunneling model, in which a pipe is preestablished between each possible source and destination domain and carries the
A. Helmy et al. (Eds.): MMNS 2006, LNCS 4267, pp. 134–140, 2006.
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traﬃc of a particular class. Pipes are identiﬁed by a destination domain IP preﬁx
and by DiﬀServ Code Point (DSCP). After a pipe is established, all individual
reservations for particular destination and DiﬀServ class are multiplexed into
the same pipe. The states of border routers and signaling messages exchanged
between BBs are pipe-based. All the reservations in a pipe are considered as a
single reservation from the intermediate BBs’ point of view.
By aggregating individual reservations into an existing pipe, SIBBS signiﬁcantly reduces the inter-BB signaling load and admission control time compared
to per-ﬂow/per-reservation schemes. Although SIBBS can be eﬀectively used
for small-scale networks such as VPN applications, it has a serious scalability
problem when it is applied to large-scale networks such as the entire Internet.
The number of pipes in core transit domains scale with O(n2 ), where n is the
number of domains or networks in the Internet. When it is applied to the entire
Internet, this number might be too high to be managed. Another problem is
that the numbers of inter-BB signaling messages and states maintained by a BB
are proportional to the number of pipes. This causes processing, signaling and
state scalability problems.
In this work we enhance SIBBS by adding a destination-based aggregation
to make the inter-domain SLAs negotiation scalable and eﬃcient. As the only
entity responsible for QoS resource control in a domain, a BB uses this protocol
to reserve/negotiate QoS resources with its peers located in the neighboring
domains for its inter-domain QoS traﬃc.

2

Destination-Based Inter-domain SLAs Negotiation

The idea of destination-based aggregation is very simple. A provider domain’s
BB aggregates its customers’ (upstream domains) pipe requests of the same
destination region and QoS class, and makes a single reservation (setup a single
pipe) with its downstream domain on behalf of all of its customers. We name
this scheme enhanced SIBBS (eSIBBS).
Consider Figure 1, where S1, S2, S3 represent source domains, T 1, T 2 represent transit domains and D represents a destination domain. For simplicity,
we assume that there are no end hosts located in transit domain and that requests are directed from Si to D. We also assume that requests are based on
bandwidth demands. As shown, source domains (S1, S2, S3) establish a pipe to
transit domain (T 1) for the traﬃc destined for D. The BB of T1 aggregates its
customers (S1, S2, S3) requests and establishes a pipe to D. The resources of the
pipe between T 1 and D is shared by all the customers of T 1, and the resource
negotiation is based on the pipe utilization. To reduce the numbers of signaling
messages with D, the T 1 can make the reservation size more than the current
demand (the sum of the demand from S1, S2, and S3). The BB of T 1 can grant
its customers requests as long as there is available resources in the pipe with D.
In the above aggregation scheme, we assume that the aggregated traﬃc follows
a single path, determined by BGP-4, towards a destination (as if there is only a
single provider for each destination). The resource provisioning and reservation is
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Fig. 1. A simple multi-provider network

performed based only on the resource availability on that path. While this single
path based (BGP-4 based) aggregation scheme increases scalability, it may not
be suﬃcient for resource utilization eﬃciency.
Assume that only the path T 1 − D has limited resources (Figure 1). When the
traﬃc rate of the path T 1 − D reaches its maximum capacity, the reservation
requests coming from source domains will be rejected even if the alternative
path, T 1 − T 2 − D, has available resources. This is because the traﬃc from T 1
to D is routed through the link T 1 − D, which is the path given by BGP-4.
To alleviate this problem, we enhance the BB to play a role in inter-domain
path selection. Among the possible candidate paths, provided by BGP-4, the
BB selects a path that has available resources by signaling the candidate BBs.
For example, T 1 has two alternative paths (T 1 − T 2 − D and T 1 − D) to send
its traﬃc to D. When the BB of T 1 needs resource reservation to D, it can
send a request to the BBs of D and T 2 asking for resources. Upon receiving the
request, the BBs D and T 2 of send reply back to the BB of T 1. The BB of T 1
then chooses the path that has the requested resources. In case both of them
have available resources, it can choose the least costly one.
Selecting a path based on the resource availability can signiﬁcantly increase
the resource utilization. But, sometimes it may not be possible to send the
whole aggregated traﬃc through a single path. In this case, a domain can send
the aggregated traﬃc over multiple paths. For example, T 1 can split and send
its traﬃc over the paths T 1 − D and T 1 − T 2 − D.
To split the aggregated traﬃc over multiple paths in a way that avoids outof-order packet delivery, we use a hashing based scheme. The hashing can be
done based on source and destination IP addresses, and possibly other ﬁelds of
IP header. In hashing model, the traﬃc will be ﬁrst distributed into N bins by
using module-N operation on the hash space. If the total traﬃc rate is X bps,
each bin approximately receives the amount of X/N bps. The next step is to
map bins to paths. The number of bins assigned to a path is determined based
on its load portion.
With the hashing-based scheme, the number of states that border routers, which
performs splitting, maintain is independent of the number of ﬂows constituting the
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aggregation. By receiving the load portion of each path from the BB, the routers
just need to perform forwarding based on the result of module-N operation.

3

Evaluation Results

In this section, we present simulation results to verify that the proposed model
is robust, scalable and eﬃcient. Figure 2 illustrates the conﬁguration of the
test-bed, which consists of 100 source domains (S1, S2, ..., S100), 10 destination
domains (D1, D2, ..., D10) and ﬁve transit domains (T 1, T 2, T 3, T 4, T 5). Each
source domain and destination domain have 10 end hosts connected. Resource
reservation requests are from source domains to the destination domains.
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Fig. 2. BB Test-bed

We used real-time traﬃc traces collected from real networks for our experiments. We used traﬃc traces provided by CAIDA [7], which has advanced tools
to collect and analyze data based on source and destination Autonomous Systems (AS) and traﬃc types for short time intervals. Source domains sent the
traﬃc to the destination domain based on the traced data characteristics. In order to imitate the traced traﬃc characteristics, hosts located in source domains
were conﬁgured to send UDP traﬃc with a variable average rate that reﬂects
the traced data. The experiments are performed for virtual leased line (VLL)
services [1][4]. The traﬃc rate of an individual request and a pipe is determined
with the parameter-based scheme where each host requests reservation with the
peak rate. All the experiments were run for 25-minute periods. The duration
of a reservation was exponentially distributed with a mean of 1 minute. The
reservation rates varied over the duration of the experiment, based on the rate
proﬁle originated from the traced data.
Table 1 shows the number of state messages that a BB (the BB of T 1 in this
experiment) maintains in case of SIBBS and eSIBBS. The table shows that a
BB can be a potential bottleneck in case of SIBBS when the number of sourcedestination pairs are large. On the other hand, this number is proportional to
the number of destination domains in eSIBBS. The BB signaling scalability
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Table 1. BB state scalability
# src.domains
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

SIBBS
865
1877
2911
3818
4873
5756
6871
7953
8909
9929

eSIBBS
493
497
505
507
508
509
509
509
509
509

Table 2. BB signaling scalability (The # messages processed by the BB of T 1)
# src domains
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

SIBBS
1715
3707
5915
8567
9312
11471
13366
15213
17643
19789

eSIBBS
911
915
913
921
918
917
913
915
911
909

Table 3. Border router state scalability
# src. domains SIBBS
10
187
20
191
30
285
40
391
50
487
60
579
70
678
80
785
90
892
100
991

eSIBBS
93
97
105
108
109
109
109
109
109
109

results (the number of messages processed by a BB) are given in Table 2. Table
3 illustrates the comparison of SIBBS and eSIBBS in terms of border router
state scalability. As depicted, when the number of sessions in each stub domain
increases, the number of states in border routers increases. In case of eSIBBS,
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Fig. 3. Accepted load in single and multi-path scheme

the number of states remain almost constant. (This measurement was done in
the egress router of T 1.)
In the last experiment (Figure 3), we evaluated the inter-domain multi-path
scheme. We conﬁgured the paths T 1 − T 3 − T 4 − T 5 − Di and T 1 − T 2 − T 5 − Di
with 15Mbps and the rest of the links in the network with 30Mbps capacity. In
single path case (when BGP-4 was used), the BB of T 1 sends all its traﬃc via
T 2. When that path reaches its capacity, the BB of T 1 rejects all the incoming
requests. In multi-path case, the BB of T 1 accepts the requests up to 30Mbps.
Because it sends through both providers (T 2 and T 3).

4

Conclusion and Future Work

This work shows the signiﬁcant role a BB can play for service providers, and
addresses many outstanding questions about the BB model. The experimental results show that an ISP can substantially improve its resource utilization,
thereby increase its revenue, while requiring minimal changes in the underlying
infrastructure. The scalability and utilization results provide the basic guidelines
that an ISP should consider in deﬁning SLAs.
In this work we have relied on VLL services (EF), however, it is obvious that
there is a potential need for other services, so we will enhance SIBBS protocol
to support other DiﬀServ classes (e.g., Assured Forwarding). In the future, we
will also investigate the marketing aspect of SLAs among ISPs.
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